Project Management Software:
Definition - Typeswhat System E uses on the field

Definition
How we explained in our previous Guide, the
Project Manager has many duties to carry out
To perform all tasks efficiently, he often uses a
Software that makes all easier, trackable and
measurable.
Project management software is speciality
software designed to help in various project
aspects. It can:
> Help with planning
> Assist with scheduling resources and tasks;
> Be used to assign resourcestake control of any
change;
> Be a tool of communication between project
team members and stakeholders;
> Predict what would happen if things change

Types of Software
Based on the type of project the PM needs a software that
can integrate with the current time tracking and invoicing
systems, and a high level of collaboration capabilities so
that external stakeholders can see project progress and
concerns.
> Online: Many small and medium-sized businesses across
different industries are now using online project
management tools. This type of software uses cloud-based
technology and is offered by application service providers
as software-as-a-service (SaaS).
> On-premise: Typically resides in the company’s server,
which is located in the data centre and managed by the
company’s IT employees. An example of on-premise PM
software is Microsoft Project.

Essential features of a
PM Software
Task management: the ability to delegate,
create, manage subtasks, and schedule them
—the facility to import file from external
sources.
Team collaboration and training: it should
provide virtual space for creating discussions
quickly, save its history and thread, create
documents and share them, share ebooks,
tutorials and all necessary learning material.
Email Integration: Using a quick and
trackable
communication
system
can
increase productivity and minimize the time
to exchange information within the team and
stakeholders.

Essential features of a
PM Software
Doc Management: the ability to store
documents, put notes and comments, upload
multiple
documents
using
drag-drop,
organize documents in folders and have
version control over them.
Mobile: This means that the software should
have APIs for iOS and Android mobile
devices.

Customization: it should allow customers to have
a certain amount of branding or customization
within the application, such as those engaged
with sales and marketing, or those that can
change the language or cultural settings.

Which approach do we apply?

System E uses both of them, depending on the
project.
Let see differences and how they work

Agile methodology is a practice that helps continuous
iteration of development and testing in the software
development process. In this model, development and
testing activities are simultaneous. This process allows
for
more
communication
between
customers,
developers, managers, and testers. Therefore, the client
and team know exactly what is complete and what is
not. Agile encourages to define the requirements more
accurately as you move through the project.

Waterfall Model methodology, also called Liner Sequential
Life Cycle Model, follows a sequential order. So project
development team only moves to the next phase of
development or testing if the previous step completed
successfully.It is one of the most straightforward models
to manage. Because of its nature, each phase has specific
deliverables and a review process. It works well for smaller
size
projects
where
requirements
are
easily
understandable.This project management methodology is
beneficial to manage dependencies. Waterfall assumes
you know the requirements 100% at the very beginning.It
can define a clear structure and a roadmap for the long
term project, but it can be a little rigid.

And what about you?
Which software do you use?
Would you like to learn or
have more information about
Agile and Waterfall?

Feel free to contact us.
We'll be happy to help you.

Often, a careful blend of both agile and
waterfall methodology is the most
effective means of delivering a project.
- Barry Curry -
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